@ Zaha’s Place testimonials
"Returning to the fountain; that's how I would describe and define this wonderful masterpiece
created by Maestro Eduardo Marturet. It's made me find a side of me that I had totally
forgotten… Peace!
Bravo Maestro!"
Rudy Perez
Multi Award Winning Producer, Songwriter & President / Founder of the Latin Songwriters Hall of
Fame
“@ Zaha's place" a composition put together by Eduardo Marturet, transported my awareness to
a level I have never experienced before. I was paintings an abstract for an exhibition when my
husband put the music on. My feelings arose like waves each dancing to its own strength;
reaching various heights but all returning to my heart in a rhythm perfectly balanced and
marvellously beautiful.
“@ Zaha's Place” is a precious gift. It carries the strength to mend a broken heart. It knows how
to bring the body and soul in harmony.
But it does more than that. It connects the outer world with the inner world and paves way for us
to experience the true nature of our being “Joy"
Heather Welsh
Visual Artist
“What a World, a perfect combination of intuitive and sensual environmental sound and the rigor
and discipline and architecture born of the genius of a worldclass musician. Zaha’s Place –
where I live”
Christopher O’Riley
Pianist
"Composed as a gift for the home of worldrenown architect Zaha Hadid, Marturet's “@ Zaha's
Place" is a gentle musical invitation for us to experience our mind and spirit in privacy and peace.
A must have... this is music to be cherished."
Tulio Cremisini
Composer
“The soundscape created by Eduardo Marturet is brilliant in its sublimeness, creativity, and
ethereal essence. I can think of no other music that equals “@ Zaha’s Place” for the purposes of
meditation, yoga, or relaxation.”
Jerry Haar
Professor of Business  Florida International University
"Eduardo, as usual, has created a mesmerizing and relaxing music. I have enjoyed very much.!!
!!!!Hurrah.. Maestro!!”
Julio Cesar Camacho
Journalist
"Very quickly, my bewilderment about the technical skillfulness and overall intelligence with which
the piece was composed was overpowered by its overwhelming beauty. All I could do was to let
myself go, listen, and enjoy. A sonic out of body experience.”
Florencia Di Concilio
Composer

“@ Zaha's Place takes me into far away places deep in the soul of it's melody.”
Kalena Nuñez

Designer
"This music has a really magical aspect and I have even used it to let the stereo playing in loop
just to "clear the air" and bring good vibes."
Andre Mehmari
Composer
“An entrancingly warm sonic ambience. Airfilled and spacious with delicate vibrations
accentuating the space across the evolution of the meditative composition. You are taken through
an ethereal auditory journey of refreshing peace and rejuvenating tranquility.”
Giuliano Rios
Singer Songwriter/Audio Engineer
“More often than not, we demand mood altering results from soundscape music when we want to
"go places". An unfair request really, since all we commit to the transaction is an unapologetic
passivity, maybe a comfortable couch. Personally, I have developed a bit of ear fatigue with
ambient and mood music. Which is why Marturet's new work has gained posture in my music
room, and keeps playing in a loop. A very smart, rich score, with a haunting melodic riff, this
music plays like a soothing mantra. Yet there is nothing gratuitous about this journey, because
this is not a multisite tour, but a portrait of a very specific intimate space which we want to keep
visiting: Zaha's Place.”
Alfredo Cubiña
Entrepreneur
"@ Zaha's Place is a Sanctuary after a hard's work day. Totally recommend it."
Maria Bestar
Singer / Composer
"Private Music @Zaha's Place, by Maestro Eduardo Marturet, is a journey of non invasive
however permeable sounds, like gentle breeze swinging bells from a temple as ancient as the
soul itself, that through calmness into positive feelings, creates an atmosphere of self confidence
and focused thoughts."
Luke Grande
Singer

